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This new edition of Animal Behavior has been thoroughly rewritten with coverage of much recent

work in animal behavior. The scope of the changes for the tenth edition, however, is much more

all-encompassing than that of past revisions. Thoughtful suggestions from many readers inspired a

major reorganization of the material, such that the new book presents the central concepts of animal

behavior in a different sequence from prior editions:The Theory of Evolution by Natural Selection.

Instead of introducing the concept of proximate and ultimate causation and then focusing heavily on

the proximate mechanisms of behavior in the early chapters, this edition focuses first on the

evolutionary basis of behavior. Chapter 1 presents the concept of a Darwinian puzzle, a trait that

exists even though it seems to reduce the reproductive success of individuals, in which case it

should have been eliminated by natural selection. The emphasis on Darwinian puzzles continues,

with an in-depth discussion of the evolution of altruism in Chapter 2 (versus Chapter 14) and

subsequent exploration of the adaptive value of a broad range of traits from anti-predator activities

to reproductive and parental behaviors.The Distinction between Proximate and Ultimate Causation

in Biology. Once the major findings of behavioral ecology have been examined, the book turns its

attention to the proximate mechanisms underlying animal behavior. Here, too, the emphasis

remains on the evolutionary puzzles provided by particular developmental and neurophysiological

mechanisms. This approach provides continuity with earlier chapters while helping readers see the

connections between adaptive behaviors and the adaptive internal systems that make those

behaviors possible.The Procedures That Scientists Use to Test Their Tentative Explanations for

Such Things as Darwinian Puzzles. Throughout, the text shows how researchers use scientific logic

to study the underlying mechanisms and the evolutionary bases of behavior. The emphasis is on

how evolutionary theory unifies the various subdisciplines within animal behavior. These points are

highlighted again in the final chapter on human behavior, with its treatment of the proximate and

ultimate causes of language and the evolution of mate choice in our species.Enduring features of

prior editions remain evident in this new book: the clear, engaging writing style; text beautifully

illustrated with many new photographs; references to a large number of new scientific articles; and a

substantial number of new and old discussion questions embedded in the text.For

InstructorsAvailable to qualified adopters of Animal Behavior, the Tenth Edition Instructor's

Resource Library contains a variety of teaching and laboratory resources. The IRL includes the

following:Textbook Figures & Tables All of the textbook's figures (art and photographs) and tables

are provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PowerPoint formats. All of the images

have been formatted and optimized for excellent projection quality.Animal Behavior Video Collection



This collection of video segments brings to life many of the specific behaviors discussed in the

textbook. Compiled from the collection of the Cornell Lab of Ornithology's Macaulay Library and

from many individual researchers, these clips are great for use in class. The segments are short and

easy to incorporate into lectures. All segments are provided as QuickTime movies and in

ready-to-use PowerPoint presentations.Teaching Animal Behavior: An Instructor's Manual to

Accompany Animal Behavior, Tenth EditionTeaching Animal Behavior offers instructors several

resources to facilitate the preparation of lectures, quizzes, and exams. Contents include:* Answers

to the discussion questions presented in the textbook* Sample quiz questions and answers* Sample

exam questions and answers* Descriptions to accompany the collection of animal behavior videos*

A listing of films on animal behavior for use in the classroom Learning the Skills of Research: Animal

Behavior Exercises in the Laboratory and FieldEdited by Elizabeth M. Jakob and Margaret

HodgeStudents learn best about the process of science by carrying out projects from start to finish.

Animal behavior laboratory classes are particularly well-suited for independent student research, as

high-quality projects can be conducted with simple materials and in a variety of environments. The

exercises in this electronic lab manual are geared to helping students learn about all stages of the

scientific process: hypothesis development, observing and quantifying animal behavior, statistical

analysis, and data presentation. Additional exercises allow the students to practice these skills, with

topics ranging from habitat selection in isopods to human navigation. Both student and instructor

documentation is provided. Data sheets and other supplementary material are offered in editable

formats that instructors can modify as desired.
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"The tenth edition talks about behavioral ecology early and often. I commend this conceptual shift

and the overall bold revision of a classic textbook. It would have been adequate to simply sprinkle in

new studies within the existing framework, so the changes seem to reflect a heartfelt desire of

Alcock to make an excellent volume even better. This is clearly a labor of love and has a strong

personal flavor for a textbook. As in previous editions, the narrative is powered by Alcock's

infectious desire to present science, evolution, and behavior clearly and memorably. I recommend

this volume to all students of animal behavior. It is a great place to first discover the field, or to

rediscover the big picture after years of work within the field."--Peter A. Bednekoff, The Quarterly

Review of Biology"I absolutely love this book. I have become a great fan of John Alcock. His

discussions within the chapter are extremely gripping and I love his approach connecting all aspects

of the genetics, environment, and evolution to the animal's behavior. Kudos!"--Madeline Mignone,

Dominican College

John Alcock is Regents' Professor Emeritus of Biology at Arizona State University. He received his

Ph.D. from Harvard University under the direction of Ernst Mayr. His research deals with the

behavioral ecology of insect mating systems, with projects that have taken him from Arizona to

Costa Rica and Australia. He wrote The Triumph of Sociobiology (2001) and coauthored The

Evolution of Insect Mating Systems (1983) with Randy Thornhill. Alcock has also written seven other

books on animal behavior and natural history for general audiences. One of these, In a Desert

Garden, received the Burroughs' Award for natural history writing in 1998. Dr. Alcock also received

the Dean's Quality Teaching Award the first year it was given at Arizona State University.

Two stars for  and the third-party rental store.Zero stars to the author and publisher of this

textbook.We're already through four chapters in this text and WOW is all i can say. Although, the

information is interesting and informative, the author is outright confusing and jumping from one

topic to the next in the same paragraph. Who does that?!Whats more confusing, is there's never

enough information to fully explain some of the behaviors being mentioned. But the author tries to

explain them despite making it difficult on the readers.Shame on you, Mr. Alcock! Publishing is not

your area of expertise.



10th edition is reorganized from the 8th edition. Material content about the same. rented this one

and purchased 8th edition cheap so i could highlight and make notes as I read. That's my

recommendations.

This book takes a run-around approach to explaining even the most simplistic behaviors of

mammals. If you were looking for a clear explanation to some of the most fascinating animal

behaviors, you're better off looking at Wikipedia (YES I SAID WIKIPEDIA, LIBRARIANS!).One

section in particular that explained bird song, was just example after example, providing no clear

direction to the point of the discussion until the conclusion.We've complicated beings, but we ain't

THAT complicated, John Alcock.

Excellent text book. Extremely important to anyone that study both animal and human

behavior.There is a new version. Then, if you have money, go with the new version, but if not, this

one is cheap and very actualized 2009.Ps.There is some people that don't like the writing stile of the

author. He explain the concepts through several examples. If you don't like a lot of examples then

maybe you should prefer other text books.

For it being such an old book, it was in fairly decent conditions. There was some wear and tear (a

little more than advertised) but I expected it. The item unfortunately arrived a day after my first exam

(bummer) but it is almost exactly the same as the current edition (9th). In fact, my professor insisted

we get the older editions as he disagrees with a lot of the information in the newer editions. All I

know is that several classmates paid at least 90 dollars for the 9th edition and i paid less than 5 for

this incredibly similar edition. It IS missing a few things here and there but it is no problem for me as

my professor provides supplementary powerpoints. Overall, it was a great investment and despite

the MINIMAL wear and tear, I am very satisfied!

While I expected this book (and my course) to be a book of concepts and theories, they are actually

filled with examples of field studies, lab studies, etc. This makes the book actually enjoyable to read,

if you have any interest in animal behavior. The writer is an evolutionary biologist himself, and he

makes this clear when he explicitly compares his opinions to other biologists' opinions. The images

of the author's thumb as a mating object by a bee were also amusing. Like another reviewer

mentioned, this book is fun, and can -almost- be read for fun.



Amazing Book!, We read it for my Animal Behavior class and I thought it was just awesome!

A wonderful book to go along with my Animal Behavior class. not dry at all, makes the readings for

class more fun than most college textbooks.
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